
 Terms and Conditions 2022

We are looking forward to welcoming our guests for summer 2022.

In compliance with Covid-19 guidelines, we have made a few changes to our event calendar, capacity, cleanliness and reservation requirements.

Enjoy! 

BEACH
SINGLE SUN LOUNGERS: €30 hire fee (€10 rent  + €20 amenities) PLUS €50 euro minimum spend per person (deposit required for reservations for 5 or more 

single sun loungers - €30 per lounger). Shade is included in the price, 1 umbrella per 2 loungers)

To confirm a reservation for 5 or more single sun loungers , we request a deposit, in case of non-attendance or a cancellation outside the 4 day (96h) 

cancellation policy, we will not refund the deposit.

(*Cancellation policy: full refund if notification of cancellation is prior to the 4 days before the reservation date.)

BIG BEDS: €100 hire fee (€20 hire fee + €80 amenities) PLUS €500 minimum spend per big bed from Monday to Saturday and €600 minimum spend on 

Sundays.

We require the €100 hire fee per bed in advance as a deposit to secure the booking.

The big beds accommodate 4 guests.

* Big Beds include one umbrella, two towels, a fruit bowl, and 1 bottle of water per guest. Towels are available on request to rent or buy. We kindly ask our 
guests to arrive between 11:00 and 14:00 for Sun Loungers and between 11:00 and 15:00 for Big Bed reservations. 
Failing to do so will result in the LOSS of the reservation AND deposit. 
Please note that a breakfast menu is served in the terrace area from 10:00 onwards and on the beach from 11:00 onwards. Minimum spend for the beach 
includes food & beverages from the beach menu. Restaurant bills and Lounge table bills are not included in the minimum spend of the beach beds.

RESTAURANT
€25 deposit required per person for bookings of 5 guests or more.

To confirm a restaurant reservation of 5 guests or more, we request a deposit of €25 per person, in case of non-attendance or late cancellation, the deposit 

will not be refunded.

(Cancellation Policy: 4 days (96 hours) prior to the booking date)

Unfortunately we cannot guarantee table specific location in advance.

Tables with 1 - 8 guests seating time is for 2 hours

Tables with 9 - 11 guests seating time is for 2.5 hours

Tables with 12 guests seating time is for 3 hours

Please be advised that we will keep your table for 15 minutes after the time of reservation.

Please notify us in advance if the number of guest changes in any way.

Please note that Restaurant bills are not included in the minimum spend at the VIP or Beach areas.

LOUNGE AREA
LOUNGE tables with a minimum spend: the required deposit in advance corresponds to 50% of the minimum spend.

LOUNGE tables with “Bottle Service”, bottle service (Premium and Champagne Combinations, Terrace Menu and Sushi Menu): € 250 deposit required for 

tables with “Bottle Service”.

* Clients will have to arrive before 7:00 p.m., otherwise the reservation and the deposit will be lost. 

* Dress code: Smart casual, no flip flops.

Send the reservation request to our VIP Department: vip@bluemarlinibiza.com - They will respond as soon as possible. * 



Please make sure to bring your reservation code from the confirmation email upon arrival

CANCELLATION POLICY: Refund only when notified prior to the 96 hours before the reservation date.

IMPORTANT NOTE: A deposit is required in advance to confirm reservations. Without the corresponding deposit the reservation is not confirmed. The deposit 

will be returned from the account at the end of the day; accounts will not be left suspended.

BEACH AND LOUNGE RESERVATIONS:
* Please note that for beach reservations and VIP terrace you will be asked to fill out the form upon arrival with the following information: Mr. / Mrs., ID / NIE / 

Passport No., Address, City, Mail, Telephone N., CCD, Address in Spain.

* We will keep your credit card until the invoice is finalized, however you can use another credit card or cash to complete the payment. * You must also 

provide a photo identification form. In the event that you leave the facilities without paying the invoice, Blue Marlin Ibiza will be authorized to collect the 

amount. By signing this document, you agree to these terms and conditions.

Finally if you require an invoice please let us know in advance so we can do it the same day, maximum time to do invoices will be one week after the date of 

the booking.

RESERVATIONS: Office +34 603 708 796 / +34 971 410 117 / reservation@bluemarlinibiza.com

In compliance with the provisions of the Data Protection Act, we inform you that your data will be treated in our files with the purpose of maintenance and enforcement of 
the relationship with our organization, including the sending of communications in the course of that relationship. Also, your data will be transferred in all cases it is 
necessary for the development, implementation and control of the relationship with our institution or in the circumstances as permitted by a rule with force of law. In 
compliance with the Data Protection Act you can exercise your rights ARCO to INVERSIONES IBICENCAS SA, located at, Avda. España 26, IBIZA 07800 (BALEARES) 
together with a photocopy of your ID. The content of this communication, as well as all the accompanying documentation is subject to secrecy and is intended only to 
their addressee. In the event that you are not the addressee, we request that you indicate to us and to communicate its content to third parties, proceeding to their 
destruction.
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